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The Parkdale Vanity Collection draws its 
design from both the American Shaker style 
and a casual contemporary influence.

Designed to fit seamlessly into today's 
relaxed home styles, the Parkdale Collection 
will create a unique design statement for 
your bath as well as provide ample storage 
and years of trouble free service.

Solid wood drawers 
with full-extension 
slides.

Dramatic crown, 
beveled glass details.
    

Inset doors and 
drawers.

Doors feature a soft-
close mechanism.
    

Adjustable levelers.

Ample interior storage space and drawer.  Doors 
feature interchangeable glass or wood panel inserts.

Beveled mirror glass 
and accessory shelf.



Parkdale Casual Living Group

Features Include:

* Tapered cabinet legs and mirror pilasters.

* Unique door and mirror fret details.

* Decorative bracket base detail.

* Matching mirrors with beveled glass.

* Interchangeable frosted glass and wood door panel 

    inserts.

*  Hand applied and detailed finish.

*  Adjustable levelers.
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The Parkdale Collection from Sagehill Designs is a series of fine bath furnishings 
perfect for your life and times. This exciting new collection combines traditional 
American Shaker design themes with a casual contemporary aesthetic.  Framed doors 
and drawers, tapering legs, and an overall simplified design allow these cabinet to be 
placed in a wide variety of bath environments.

The Parkdale Collection pieces are unique in that they are crafted from select 
hardwood solids and veneers.   The cabinets and matching mirrors feature open fret 
doors and crown details, ample storage, adjustable levelers and shelves, a variety of 
widths, and fine furniture craftsmanship.  Each piece is designed to provide the utmost 
in style, storage, and durability. 

Finally, our beautiful hand-rubbed finish that allows the beauty of the wood grain to 
shine through.  Let the Parkdale Collection complement your bath interior and 
lifestyle.  
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